
The signals that the USA and China are heading for an agreement, or at  

least a truce, in their trade standoff have inspired great relief. It is true that 

a tangible deal is not yet on the table, but equity markets and sentiment 

indicators gauging the mood in the real economy have reacted positively.

At the same time, though, the damage that has already been wrought by 

What was conspicuous in the third quarter was the sharp brake put on aggregate 
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An escalation in the protectionist spiral has been averted for the time being

threatened.

dustry has been postponed at a similar stage 

world economy, the mos

Fresh political upheavals remain possible at any time

Despite all these tendencies towards détente with respect to geopolitical 

 

 

 

No concrete agreements, as yet . . .

. . . merely „willingness“ and „signals“

Détente policy in the trade war?

Revolts have erupted in a whole 
series of threshold countries
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reelected in not quite one year’s time.

On the other hand, risks are likewise entailed by the US election campaign. 

a transatlantic agreement in this particularly closely watched sector. In 

Trump in election-campaign mode

What is to be expected of US trade 
policy on a long-term horizon?
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and enduring agreements.

multilateral organisation holding primary respons

 

The markets respond with great relief to the signals of de-escalation

 

Multilateral institutions would 
remain the best solution

Dow Jones, 
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Leap in sentiment in Germany

euro area as a whole. Although it has not made up quite as much ground, the 

 

A robust labour market distinguished by persistently high employment  

 pressure; 

and already installed trade barriers dismantled again, quite some time would 

ifo Business Climate Germany, 

Business situation

Business climate

BME Purchasing Manager Index (PMI)  
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ZEW Indicators for Germany, 
balances

Germany, balances 

Economic Situation Germany, balances
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The world trade vintage 2019 (and 2020’s maybe too) is largely ruined

and pronounced economic stimuli are not on the cards.

World trade and world production 
volumes, 
annual percentage change

World trade 

World production, constant prices,  
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Macroeconomic growth in Germany, as in the wider euro area, was only 

barely above zero in the third quarter

Highly divergent trends in the various expenditure-side components

Germany is at the lower end of the 
euro area growth spectrum

Three quarters of stagnation  
were witnessed in 2019

Consumption is continuing  

Euro Area Germany France Italy Spain

 

Real economic growth  
of selected Euro Area countries, 
in percent
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reaction at all to cooling global macroeconomic growth, and especially to the 

domestic economic robustness.

witnessed in the second quarter. For another thing, the picture would not be 

decidedly pronounced during the third quarter.
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German construction investments,  
real growth rates in percent
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German equipment investments,  
real growth rates in percent
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Q3 saw a very pronounced inventory-investment effect, 

which put a sharp brake on growth

clues about what is happening on the ground.

problem encountered by the car industry due to the new testing procedures 

deadline, which was still reckoned to be looming immediately ahead in the 

autumn.

A discrepancy has opened up 
between overall domestic demand 
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The forecasts for 2020 are cautiously optimistic

recent Annual Report.

 

 

Have Germany’s national accounts 

effects ahead of Brexit?

Are the inventory drawdowns we 
have been seeing a temporary 
effect…

…or is industry shifting 
to a lower production path?

Growth is on the cards again in 2020

Recent forecasts for 2019 
German growth, 
real, in percent 
 
 2019 2020
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On the other hand, it should be taken into account that the new economic year is 

German EU Council presidency, with all the opportunities and risks resulting 

A roller coaster ride on bond markets – but the overshoots witnessed in the 

late summer have corrected to quite some extent in the interim

by the ECB in September, market participants still thought that such loosening 

to new record lows in the euro area, and in Germany in particular. New lower 

The new year will be starting off 
without any statistical overhang 
but instead with a dowry of working-
day effects

An expectations bubble built up in the 
late summer of 2019
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A 30-year investment not yielding  
any interest?

A peace treaty in the trade war 
is required…

. . . and, to be on the safe side, 

Yield curve of Germany government bonds,  
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A. Growth in global economic regions,
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B. Projections for 2020 German economic growth,                                         

                                                                                            

C. GDP in Germany and in the euro area as a whole

           real yoy  
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and monetary aggregate M3 

E. Monthly economic indicators for Germany

Consumer prices

Import prices

Sentiment indicators

Incoming orders                

 domestic

Production                

Producing sector as a whole

Foreign Trade

Imports

Labour market                

Unemployment Rate

Regular employees paying social insurance
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Oilprice Brent in US $  

Exchange rates

Equity Markets

Money-market and capital-markets rates

Bank interest rates, new business

Germany and in the euro area as a whole

Germany and in the euro area as a whole

in Germany and in the euro area as a whole
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